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This paper presents a local nonlinear Beurling-Lax-Halmos type representation 
for a shift-invariant germ of a complex-analytic manifold embedded in a separable 
Hilbert space. We represent the manifold locally (near 0) by an asymptotic series 
(which commutes with the shift) and we discuss the possible convergence of this 
series. The techniques that we employ are heavily influenced by the classical 
Poincare-Dulac theory in nonlinear ordinary differential equations, combined with 
the commutant lifting theorem. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important theorems in linear functional analysis is the 
Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem which characterizes the shift-invariant 
closed subspaces of a complex separable Hilbert space H. Because of the 
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obvious relevance of this result to this work, we would like to discuss it 
now in a bit of detail. 
First, recall that a shift S on the Hilbert space H is an isometry 
with no unitary part, i.e., S*“h + 0 for all h E H as n -+ co. Let Kc H 
be a closed subspace which is shift invariant, i.e., SKc K. Then the 
Beurling-Lax-Halmos (see, e.g., [S]) theorem guarantees the existence of 
a bounded linear operator 0: H, -+ H, where H, is the complex Hardy 
space @-valued functions defined on the unit circle 13o (k may be infinity) 
equipped with the standard shift S, defined by multiplication by exp(it), 
such that K = OH, and OS, = SO. Moreover this “representing map” of the 
linear manifold K may be chosen to be an isometry; i.e., 0 may be taken 
to be inner. We should note that besides the fundamental importance of 
this result in functional analysis, it has also found numerous uses in 
systems theory and control engineering (see [6] and the references 
therein). 
In this paper we will consider a natural extension of the (linear) 
Beurling-Lax-Halmos to a local nonlinear framework. Let M denote a 
submanifold of H containing 0 which is locally analytic about the origin. 
(See Section 2 for the precise definitions.) This means that there exists a 
surjective analytic mapping @: B, + Bn M (where B, is some open 
neighborhood about the origin in a Hilbert space H,, and B is an open 
neighborhood about the origin in H) such that Q(O) =O, and whose 
differential at 0 is a l-l (linear) operator with closed range. We will call 
such a map @ either a parametrization or representing map (near 0) for the 
manifold M. (We will use these terms interchangeably.) 
Now suppose that M is locally S-invariant near 0; i.e., suppose that there 
exists an open neighborhood B around the origin such that if x E B n M, 
then Sx E B n M when Sx E B. We will be seeking in this paper, Beurling- 
Lax-Halmos type representations for M near the origin. More precisely, we 
will show (see Theorems (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4)) that under rather mild 
hypotheses, we can find for any given n > 0, an asymptotic representation 
of B n M as @(B,) (for appropriate open neighborhoods B and B,) such 
that B, is actually in a Hardy space H,, and such that IIS@ y) - @(S, y)ll 
=W~ll”+~) h w  enever y E B,, and S@(y) E B. (That is, @ is shift-invariant 
to order n.) Moreover 0 can be chosen to be inner in the sense that Q’(O) 
is an isometry (i.e., inner in the usual sense). 
We should note the proof of this result makes use of Poincare-Dulac 
type changes of variable in the parameter space of the manifold as well as 
the cornmutant lifting theorem [lo, Chap. II, Proposition 2.21. Since there 
is no obstruction to lifting two commuting contractions (in the sense of 
[lo]), we will show that one can always get the asymptotic solution to the 
nonlinear Beurling-Lax-Halmos problem just mentioned (at least under 
the very mild conditions given in Sections 3 and 5). 
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The final shift invariant representation which we construct in this paper 
has a power series expansion which may not converge. In the systems 
literature such expansions are called Volterra series and have been studied 
quite a bit in electrical engineering and applied mathematics (see Wiener 
[ll], Rugh [9], and the references therein). Thus what we show is that 
locally shift-invariant manifolds are the range of (possibly divergent) shift- 
invariant Volterra series. 
We now briefly summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we 
give a precise definition of the notion of “analytic mapping” in a complex 
Hilbert space. We moreover discuss a tensorization technique which will be 
essential for our work in later sections. In Section 3, we prove a 
preliminary version of the nonlinear Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem under 
an additional hypothesis. In Sections 5, using the ideas of Sections 3 and 
4, we prove the final version of our local nonlinear Beurling-Lax-Halmos 
result (see Theorems (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4)). We moreover make some 
remarks about the possible convergence of the formal power series which 
we construct. Finally in Section 6, we give some examples and possible 
applications of the above theory. 
We conclude here by noting that certain techniques employed in the pre- 
sent paper are closely related to some previous work done by the authors 
in connection with a local nonlinear version of the cornmutant lifting 
theorem [4]. As before these techniques will be seen to be constructive, 
and therefore hopefully amenable to some practical applications, e.g., 
in systems theory in a manner analogous to that of the linear 
Beurling-Lax-Halmos result. (See [4] and Section 8.) 
This research was initiated in 1986 while the first two authors were 
enjoying the support and hospitality of the Center of Nonlinear Sciences 
and the Department of Mathematics of the University of California at San 
Diego. Also this research was supported in part by grants from the NSF, 
ONR, AFOSR, and the Research Foundation of Indiana. 
2. GENERALITIES ON ANALYTIC MAPPINGS 
In this section, we would like to collect a few basic and elementary facts 
about analytic mappings on Hilbert spaces. We are essentially following the 
treatments of [7, 41 to which the reader may refer for all of the details. 
Let G and H denote complex Hilbert spaces. Set 
&&G) := (gEG: llgll <ro> 
(the open ball of radius rO in G about the origin). Then we say that a 
mapping 4: B,(G) --, H is analytic if the complex function (zi, . . . . z,) + 
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(&z1 g1+ . .. + z, g,), h) is analytic in a neighborhood of (1, 1, . . . . 1) EC” 
as a function of the complex variables zi, . . . . z, for all g,, . . . . g, E G such 
that lk+ ... + g,ll < r,, for all n = 1, 2, . . . . and h E H. (Note that we 
denote the Hilbert space norms in G and H by /I 11 and the inner products 
by ( 3 >.I 
We will now assume that 4(O) = 0. It is easy to see that if 4: B,(G) + H 
is analytic, then 4 admits a convergent Taylor series expansion, i.e., 
44g)=hk)+~,k, g)+ ... +a?, ...? g)+ “.1 
where 4,: G x . . . x G + H is an n-linear map. Clearly, without loss of 
generality we may assume that the n-linear map (g,, . . . . g,) + d(gl, . . . . g,) 
is symmetric in the arguments g,, . . . . g,. This assumption will be made 
throughout this paper for the various analytic maps which we consider. 
Now set 
6”k, 0 ... OS,) :=A(g,, ..., g,). 
Then 4, extends by linearity in a unique manner to a dense subset of 
G@” .- .- GO ... 0 G (tensor product taken tl times), where by G@“’ we 
denote the Hilbert space completion of the algebraic tensor product of the 
G’s. Clearly if 6, has finite norm on this dense subset, then $, extends by 
continuity to a bounded linear operator 6, : G@” -+ H. By abuse of notation 
we will set 4, :=Jn. 
We now come to an elementary but important technical point which we 
will use in Section 3: 
LEMMA (2.1). Let 4: B,,(G) + H be analytic, $(O) = 0. Suppose moreover 
that if 
&g)=d,(g)+ ... +4,(g)+ ‘..3 
then each of the ~5, defines a bounded linear operator G@*H as above (and 
is symmetric in its arguments). Then for gjE G (j = 1, . . . . n) with 
llglII = ... = lIg,II <ro, we have 
n! 4%(g, 0 ... Os,) 
1 277 
=------- 
5 I 
. . . 
(27c)” 0 
,‘” ($(e’olg, + . . . +eiong,)ep i(R+ .-.+&)de, . ..de., 
Proof Expand &zi g, + ... + z, g,) in powers of z,, . . . . z,. Then it is 
easy to see that the coefficient of z1 . ..z. is precisely n! q4,(gl 0 ... Og,). 
The required result then follows immediately from the Cauchy formula. i 
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Remarks (2.2). (i) Notice that under the hypotheses of (2.1), we can 
read off the action of 4, on G@” directly from 4. 
(ii) Finally, we will conclude this section with a well-known result on 
the radius of convergence of a Taylor series. Indeed, recall that by a 
mujorizing sequence for the holomorphic map 4, we mean a positive 
sequence of numbers CC,, n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 1]@,]1 < a, for n b 1. Suppose 
that p := lim sup u!/” < co. Then it is completely standard [7] that the 
Taylor series expansion of 4 converges at least on the ball B,(G) of radius 
r = l/p. Recall that the norm llbnII is that of c$, viewed as an operator from 
G@‘” to H, n>2. 
3. PRELIMINARY VERSION OF NONLINEAR BEURLINGLAX-HALMOS THEOREM 
In this section we formulate and prove a preliminary version of the local 
Beurling-Lax-Halmos representation of shift-invariant manifolds to which 
we alluded in the Introduction. The final versions will be given in Section 5 
(Theorems (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4)). We first set up some notation. We let 
MC H as in the Introduction, and we suppose that the analytic map 0 
represents M near the origin; i.e., for open neighborhoods around their 
respective origins B c H, and B, c H,, we have that Mn B = @(B,). As 
above we assume that @i(O) = 0, and that the differential A, of @ at 0 is l-l 
and has closed range. 
We can now state the following: 
LEMMA (3.1). The tangent space of M at 0, T,M, is closed and invariant 
under S. 
ProojI Since T,,M is precisely the range of A,, we see that it is closed. 
Moreover since T,M consists of the set of all tangent vectors 
where Y(E) is a differentiable curve through 0 lying in M, we have that 
Sf = lim 8’(E) -E T,M 
E-O E 
for any f E TOM. Thus TOM is S-invariant as required. 1 
Remark (3.2). From (3.1), using the classical Beurling-Lax-Halmos 
theorem, we get that 
TOM = @Ho, 
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where 0 is inner, and H, is some Hardy space H2 of C-valued functions 
on the unit circle. (k may be infinite.) We denote multiplication by err on 
H, by So; i.e., S, is the canonical shift. Since J := @*A, is a one-to-one 
map of H, onto H,, we can define a new representation @ oJ~ ‘: B, -+ M 
for M, which is defined on an open neighborhood of the origin B, c H,. 
Thus without loss of generality, we may assume that 
@: B, + M 
with B, c H,, and that A, is an isometry from HO into H satisfying 
SA,=A,S,. 
We now have a parametrization of @ which commutes with shift to 
order 1. What we would like to find now is a representation @‘) of M 
which is shift invariant near 0 to any given order n, i.e., such that 
IIS@( @(&,h)ll = O(Ilhll”) when both h and S@(h) are in prescribed 
local neighborhoods of their respective origins. This we will show how to 
do (see (3.5) below) under a certain technical assumption (3.3) which will 
be removed in Section 5. We will use Poincare-Dulac changes of variable 
(see [2]) in our modifications of the various representing maps. Of course, 
we proceed by induction. 
Thus let acn- ‘) be an analytic parametrization of M near 0 which is 
shift-invariant to order n - 1. Since @‘“- ‘) is analytic we may expand 
@‘“-l’(h) = f A.;“‘(h) 
j= I 
on an open neighborhood of the origin with 
A!“-“:H,x . xH,+H 
J 
a j-linear mapping (symmetric in its arguments; see Section 2) and where 
Al”- ‘j(h) denotes Aj”-“(h, . . . . h) for h E H. Then the shift-invariance of 
a’“- ‘) to order n - 1 can be expressed equivalently as the following 
inequality (ZH, _ , ): 
SAj”- “(h) = A.;“- “(SO/z) 
for all h E HO and 1 < j < n - 1. We now make the following technical 
assumption (to be removed in Section 5): 
Assumption (3.3). As in Section 2, set 
A!“-“(h,@ ... @hj)=A;“-‘)(hl, . . . . h,). 
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Then we assume (unless stated to the contrary) that each ,4jflp1) can be 
extended by linearity and continuity to a bounded linear operator Al”- ‘) 
defined on Hf j. Using the Cauchy formula result Lemma (2.1), we see 
then that we may determine the action of AI”-‘) on all of HFj directly 
from @‘” - ’ ). 
In particular, note that under Assumption (3.3), if @(+i) satisfies 
(ZH, ~ 1 ), then the operator equation 
sAj~-l)=Aj~-l)s~j (1) 
holds on HFj for 1 < j < n - 1. In order to prove the main result (3.5) of 
this section we will first need the following: 
LEMMA (3.4). Under Assumption (3.3), if @(“-‘j(h) = cj”= 1 Al”-‘)(h) 
satisfies (ZH,- ,), then there exists a linear (bounded) operator F: HP” + H 
such that 
SA(“-~)-A(“-~)SC~~=A n n 0 i”- “F. 
ProoJ Using (1) (and (ZH,-,)), it is easy to compute that 
S@‘“- “(h) 
=SA!“-“h+SAp-“(h@h)+ . . . 
=A!“-‘)Soh+Ap-‘)S~‘(hOh)+ . . . 
+A~z,‘)S$+‘(h@ ... @h)+SAp-“(h@ ... Oh)+ . . . . (2) 
On the other hand using the shift invariance of M and the fact that @@-‘) 
is a representing map for M near 0, we have that 
So’“-“(h)=~‘“-“(k)=Ai”-“k+A~-“(kOk)+ . . . (3) 
for some k = k(h) E Ho. But by hypothesis A y-” is an isometry. Hence by 
the inverse function theorem, we may infer that k(h) := (@(n-1))-1 05’0 
Qp’“- l’(h) is analytic in h near the origin. Consequently k can be expressed 
in terms of a power series in h 
k=F,h+F,(h@h)+ ... +F,(h@ ... @h)+O(IJhll”+‘). 
Plugging (4) into (3), we get 
(4) 
S~‘“~“(h)=AI”~“F,h+A’,“-“F,(h8h)+A~-”(F,h~FF,h)+O(llhll3). 
(5) 
If we now compare first order terms of (2) and (5), we see that F, = So. 
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Moreover a comparison of second order terms then gives 
PI!“-‘)F*(h@h)+A ~-‘)(S,hOS,h)=SA~-“(hOh) 
=.4y--‘)(SOh@Soh) (6) 
which means that F2 = 0. Inductively, suppose now that F,= 0 for 
2<jdm-1, for some 2<m<n--1. Then we have 
k = S,h + F,,,(h, . . . . h) + O((lh/“+ ‘). (7) 
If we now substitute (7) into (3) and use (1) we get that 
S~(“-‘)(h)=A!“-‘)Soh+A:“-‘)(S,hOS,h)+ ‘.’ 
+/II”-“(S,h@ ... @S,h) 
+A:- “F,(h@ ... @h)+O(llhl(“+‘). (8) 
When we compare the mth order term of (8) with that of (2), since 
m<n- 1, we see that 
A;-“(&@ ... @S,h)+AI”~“F,(h@ . . . Oh) 
=Ay’(S,h@ ... @S,h) (9) 
which means that F,(h@ . ..@h)=O for all ~EH,,. Hence we can 
conclude that Fj = 0 for all 2 < j < n - 1, and that 
k=S,h+F,Jh@ ... @h)+O(l(hlJ”+‘). (10) 
If we now plug (10) into (2) we see that 
A;-“(&h@ ... @&&)+A!“-“F,,(h@ . . . @/I) 
=SA’“-“(h@ . . . @II). n 
The required result follows now by setting F := F,. 1 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section (again under 
Assumption (3.3)): 
PROPOSITION (3.5). Suppose that QCnP1) = C,“= I A:.‘-‘) satisfies (ZH+ ,). 
Then there exists an analytic mapping 
@“‘(h)= f Al”‘(h) 
/=I 
409/13!?/2-14 
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with A!“’ = A?- ‘) for 1 <j<n - 1 which satzkfie~ (ZH,). Moreover if 
@‘“- ‘l(h) is defined on B ,_,(H,) (notation us in Section 2), then @) is 
defined on BJH,) where r, is implicitly given by 
rn+211A!:~‘)l((r,)“=r,-,. (11) 
In general, if O(“-‘): B,-, (H,,) + B,(H) for u, _ 1 < r,, _ , , then CD(“): 
B,(H,)-rB,(H), where ~,+211AI:-‘)ll(u,)“=u,_~. 
Proof: Using Poincare-Dulac type changes of variable [2], we consider 
GCn) of the form 
O@‘(h) := @‘“- “[h + a,(h)], (12) 
where 0,: H$‘” --, HO is a bounded linear operator and where we set 
a,(h) := a,(h 0 . . . Oh). Hence we see that 
n-1 
Q(“)(h)= c Al”-l’(h)+A,(o,(h))+A$,‘-l’(h)+O(~~h~~”+l). (13) 
j=l 
Now consider the Taylor series expansion 
Q’“‘(h) = 5 Aj”‘(h). 
j= 1 
(14) 
If we compare the terms of degree n of (13) and (14) we see that 
A!,“‘(h) = A ‘;- “(a,(h)) + A;- l’(h). (15) 
But from (2.1), we see that this leads to the equality of bounded linear 
operators on HF” 
/pL~!“-‘)o,+~y). n (16) 
Moreover we must choose 0, such that 
s&j’“‘= A’“‘Sf” 
” n (17) 
In other words, in order to prove (3.5) we are required to find an operator 
B, so that (17) holds when A, (‘) is defined by (16). But clearly, if we can 
find a bounded linear map A:‘: H$‘” + H, which satisfies (17) and such 
that 
(18) 
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then we could use (16) to solve for c’n (using the fact that Ay-‘) is an 
isometry). Now (18) can be equivalently expressed as 
P, A’“’ = B n nr (19) 
where Q := HOA ‘f-‘)Ho, P, : H -+ Q denotes orthogonal projection, and 
B,:= P,Ar - “. Now consider the compressed shift T, on Q, and 
T, := SF” on Hf’“. From (3.4) we have that 
B,T,= T,B, 
since P, A y ~ ’ ) = 0. H ence by the commutant lifting theorem we can infer 
the existence of an operator A, (‘): HF” -P H with the required properties 
(17) and (19). Moreover At may be chosen of minimal norm 
llA:‘ll = llB,ll = lIP,A!r- “II. (20) 
In order to complete the proof of (3.5) now, we must verify that Q>(n) has 
all the properties mentioned above in the statement of (3.5). More 
precisely, as we have already mentioned since ( 19) implies (18) and A’f ’ ) 
is an isometry we can solve (16) for on to get 
and so 
c =A’“-“‘(A?‘-&J--l’) n 1 (21) 
Ilr~~Jl Q IIAp’Il + (lAI:mm”II = llB,ll + liA?p”Il <2lIA!7”ll. 
But since by definition, @‘“)(h) = GcnP “(h + a,(h)), we have that 
(22) 
Q’“‘(h) = f A)“‘(h) = f A)” - “(II + a,(h)). 
j= 1 j=l 
(23) 
Now o,(h) is O(llhl\“), and so clearly 
for l< j<n- 1. 
A(“‘= A(,“- 1) 
I I 
Further (16) guarantees that A,, cn) as constructed above is also the A:’ in 
the expansion of @“I as given in (23). Hence 
SA!“’ = A!“‘S$‘” 
J J 
for 1 < j < n, and so (p(n) satisfies (ZH,). Finally since @‘“‘(h) is of the form 
(23) and B, satisfies the estimate (22), we see that if @“-I): B,“-,(H,) + H, 
then a’“) is defined for h E H, such that 
llhll + 2llA y-‘)ll I(hll”<r,--*. 
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Similarly, 1) @‘“‘(II) 1) < u whenever 
llhll + W4 !,‘+“I1 Ilhll”<uu, 
and sup{(l@ ‘“-“(h)(l * JlhJ( <u} = V. All the assertions of (3.5) have now .
been proven. 1 
Remarks (3.6). (i) While A:’ constructed above via the commutant 
lifting theorem is not unique, linear fractional parametrizations of the set 
of all solutions are well known. See [3]. 
(ii) Notice that in order to have the inductive procedure continue 
indefinitely in Proposition (3.5), we need to know that the terms of the 
Taylor expansion of CD(~) satisfy (3.3). We now will discuss a sufficient 
condition on @ for this to be true. 
LEMMA (3.7). Suppose that @ ‘“-‘j(h) = I,??, Al”-‘)(h) satisfies (ZZZ,-,) 
and that the sequence of nonnegative numbers a?- ‘I, j> 1, is a majorizing 
sequence for a’“- ‘) (see (2.2)(ii)). Let Q’“‘(h) = xi”=, A?‘(h) be constructed 
from @‘“- ‘) as in Proposition (3.5). Then the sequence (j > 1) given by 
a!“’ := j-kn+k 
J k 
u.~~;:!+,(2aj:-‘))~ (24) 
is a majorizing sequence for @@). 
Proof We have already seen from (3.5) that Aj”’ = A$‘- ‘) for 
l< j<n- 1 and from (22) that IIAp’II <2()A!.Y”JI. For j>n, we deduce 
from (12) and (23) that 
Aj”‘(h,, . . . . h,) 
=A;“-‘)(h,, . . . . hJ+Aj”_;,“,,(o,(h,, . . . . h,), h,+l, . . . . h,))+ ... 
+Al”_;,‘I,)(h,, ...y hj-,, O,(h/-,+l, ..-T hj)) 
+ A:$ I)(~n inserted twice) + . . . . 
(We continue as long as j- k(n - 1) is nonnegative.) Hence we obtain the 
estimate 
llA~‘ll < IIA~-‘)II + (j-(n- l))IIAl”_;,“,,II IIo,,ll + ... 
+(i-k:-“> II&,%,,11 IbAlk+ ... 
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(as long as j- k(n - 1) is nonnegative). In other words we have the 
estimate 
11A1”‘11 6 j-kn+k 
k > 
IIAj’%I,,II Ila,llk. 
This combined with (22) implies that the sequence {cry): j> 1) given 
by (24) is a majorizing sequence for @(‘) whenever { crjn - ’ ): j 3 1) is a 
majorizing sequence for @‘“- I). 1 
Remarks (3.8). (i) The sequence {al”): j> 1 > given in (24) can be 
described recursively by its generating function 
f,(z) := f cpz’, 
J=I 
where the recursion is given by 
for 
f,-‘(Z) := c cq-“ZL 
j=l 
(ii) From (3.7) we see that in order to guarantee the existence of a 
majorizing sequence for @@), n > 1 (and hence satisfy Assumption (3.3)), it 
is enough to guarantee the existence of a majorizing sequence for @,. This 
is precisely what we do in the next section. 
4. SCHMIDT MAPPINGS 
Clearly from the discussion in Section 3, in order to have a reasonable 
nonlinear Beurling-Lax-Halmos theory, we need to make some assump- 
tions on the representing map 0 which give us an a priori majorizing 
sequence. Fortunately it is easy to give such a condition which also turns 
out to be quite natural from a system-theoretic point of view. We use the 
notation of Section 2 here. 
DEFINITION (4.1). An analytic map 4: B,(G) + H, d(O) = 0, is Schmidt 
if its nonlinear part 4 - d’(O) admits a factorization 
d - d’(O) = $0 w, 
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where 6 is a holomorphic mapping defined in some neighborhood of 0 E G, 
and W is a linear Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Remark (4.2). System-theoretically Schmidt operators have the 
property of fading memory; i.e., if we regard the given Schmidt operator as 
the input/output operator of a certain dynamical system, then any two 
input signals which are close in the recent past but not necessarily close in 
the remote past will yield present outputs which are close. For more details 
about this important class of operators see [S]. 
For Schmidt operators, it is completely elementary to construct a 
majorizing sequence: 
LEMMA (4.3). Let 4: B,(G) + H, &O)=O, be Schmidt. Suppose 
moreover that if we write 
4 -4’(O) = 60 w 
as in (4.1), then $: B,,(G) + B,,(H). Then the sequence 
a1 := Il$w)ll 
a .= 
r&II WI; 
n . 
r; 
for n > 2 (where 11 WII, = Hilbert-Schmidt norm of W), is a majorizing 
sequence for I$. 
Proof. See [4, Lemma (3.5)]. 1 
Remarks (4.4). (i) Actually one can show that 6, where 
4 := Ilcw)ll 
oi ._ n”rAI WII Z n *- n! r; for n 22, 
is a majorizing sequence for 4. 
(ii) Notice moreover, we have that 
p := lim sup(a,)‘/” = pIJwllz 
rl 
5. LOCAL NONLINEAR BEURLING-LAX-HALMOS THEORY 
In this section we formulate and prove our main results on the local non- 
linear Beurling-Lax-Halmos theorem. We will assume that we have a 
representing map CD for the manifold M with all of the properties of 
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Section 3. From the argument of (3.1) we may assume without loss of 
generality that @: B0 --f A4 n B, where B, is an open neighborhood of the 
origin in some Hardy space H,. Before stating our results we will need to 
make some definitions: 
DEFINITIONS (5.1). (i) We say that analytic manifold M is majorizable 
if it admits an analytic parametrization (near 0) which has a majorizing 
sequence. (See Sections 2 and 3.) 
(ii) Similarly M is Schmidt, if it admits a representing map near 0 
which is Schmidt. 
We can now state the following: 
THEOREM (5.2). Notation as above, In particular, let M be a submanifold 
of H which is majorizable, S-invariant near 0, and let CD: B, -+ H be a 
parametrization of M near 0 (which has a majorizing sequence). Then there 
exists a formal power series (from H, to H,) 
h, + a,(h,) + a,(h,) + . . . (25) 
such that for every n 2 2, and any analytic function (near 0) o such that 
Il4ho)ll = O(lIMl”+‘) 
we have that 
@‘“‘(h,) := @(h, + a,(h,) + . . . + a,(h,) + o(h,)) 
satisfies 
)IS@>‘“‘(h,) - @‘“‘(S,h,,)ll = 0( Ilh,,ll” + ‘). 
In other words, M admits a parametrization near 0 which is shift-invariant 
up to any given order n. 
THEOREM (5.3). Notation and hypotheses as in (5.1). Then there exists a 
formal power series (from H, to H) 
Oh,+A,(h,)+A,(hO)+ ... (26) 
with 8 inner, such that 
(i) for all j > 2, A, defines a bounded linear operator from H p J to H 
(see Section 2 and (3.3)); 
(ii) SAi(ho)=Aj(S,h,) for all h,EHO andjB2; 
(iii) for any given n 2 2, there exists an analytic function A near 0 
satisfying 
IIAVdll = O(IlMl”+ ‘) 
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and such that 
h, --f @h, + A,(h,) + . . . + A,(h,) + A(h,) 
is a parametrization of M near 0. 
Proof Both (5.2) and (5.3) follow immediately from the proof of (3.5), 
(3.7). We will only note here that if one studies the construction in the 
proof of (3.5) one sees that (5.3) may be deduced as a corollary of (5.2). 1 
COROLLARY (5.4). Theorems (5.2) and (5.3) are valid for A4 Schmidt. 
Proof Immediate from (4.3). 1 
Remarks (5.5). (i) Notice that one only needs the existence of a 
majorizing sequence {a,} for a parametrization Qi of it4 in order to 
guarantee the validity of (5.2) and (5.3). No assumptions are made on 
p := lim sup(a,)““. 
(ii) An important open technical point is the actual convergence of 
the formal power series (25) and (26), assuming now that p -C co. If one 
studies the proof of (3.5), one sees that in order to guarantee convergence, 
one would have to make a “smart” lifting A:’ at each step of the inductive 
procedure given above. If this could be done, then (5.2) and (5.3) would 
represent analogues of the Siegel theorem in the classical Poincare-Dulac 
theory (see Arnold [2]) in which one has convergence. For some technical 
difficulties that the proof of such a result could entail, see, for example, 
(6.2) below. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give two examples to elucidate our theory, and in 
particular to show the constructive nature of our techniques. We begin 
with: 
EXAMPLE (6.1). We would like to give a simple illustration of the 
“Poincare-Dulac” procedure as discussed in Proposition (3.5), and 
Theorems (5.2) and (5.3). Set H := HZ (the standard Hardy space on the 
unit disc). The shift S then is defined by multiplication by z. Now for 
he H*, we let 
G(h) := Sh + Sh,(h, I)* 
for some fixed hOE HZ. It is easy to check that SD = @o @ and thus 
A4 := @(Hz) is a shift-invariant manifold. Using the notation from the 
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proof of (3.5), we see that since A, = S, we have that @(I) = 4-j. We now 
seek a change of variable h + h + o*(h) such that Q)@)(h) := @(h + o,(h)) 
commutes with S to order 2. Clearly using the argument of (3.5) this is 
equivalent to requiring that 
Ai2’(h) := So,(h) + (h, 1)’ She 
satisfies SA $2)=A$2’S@2. By choosing a2(h)= -(h, l)‘h, (this is the 
choice of minimal norm from the lifting theorem), we see that the required 
Ai*’ can be taken to be 0. Hence we get 
cDc2’(h)=Sh-2(h, l)‘(h,, l)Sh,+ (h, 1)4 (h,, l)‘Sh,,. 
We next look for c3(h) (cubic in h) such that 
CD(~) := @‘*‘(h + a,(h)) 
commutes with the shift to order 3. This requires that 
As3’ := Ai2’(o,(h)) + Ai2’(h) 
=Sa,(h)-2(h, 1)3 (h,, l)Sh, 
should satisfy SA i3) = A \“S @ 3. By choosing 
a,(h)=2(h, 1)3 
we can achieve that with Ai3’ = 0. Then 
cC3’(h)=Sh-2(h,,, l)(h, 1)3 1 
(ho, 1 )ho> 
we get 
+ <ho, 1)' (h, 1)" i 
f=O 
and so on. Note that if (ho, 1) = 0, then in step 2, Q(*)(h) = Sh, and so M 
is linear even though we began with a nonlinear non-shift-invariant 
representation of M. 
.EXAMPLE (6.2). Our second example concerns the convergence of the 
@(“). Once more we follow the notation of (3.5). As we have seen in order 
to try to guarantee convergence, we would like to find an extension A’,“’ 
which produces on of small norm. Now 
110 n 11 = [IA(“)-A(“-‘)I1 n ” 
~tllS(A~‘-A~~“)-(A~‘-A~-“)S~“I/ 
= 1-IISA. n (n- 1) _ A’“- l’S$q. 
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Hence as a first attempt in trying to get convergence, we might try 
to construct A!,“’ for which IIA!,“‘-A$‘-‘)II is approximately 
iIISA’“-“- A?-“S$“‘ll. We would like to construct an explicit example 
here ihich shows that this may be impossible. Let 
A := 
a0 0 . . . 0 
a1 a0 ... 0 
a2 a, ... 0 
... . 
ak-l ake2 ‘.’ a0 
0 0 . ..o 
0 0 . ..o 
... . 
... . 
... . 
0 0 ... 
0 0 f.. 
0 0 ... 
... . . 
0 0 ... 
0 0 ... 
0 0 ... 
... . . 
... . . 
... . . 
on h2 (the space of one-sided square-summable sequences of complex 
numbers), and let S := So be the canonical unilateral shift. Then 
llSA-ASl12= [~.2,1~+ .-- + lUk-1j2. 
If we set 0 = A’,“- ‘) := Sk, then a straightforward computation shows that 
SA -AS has range in 0h2. Set X:= h2@0h2. Then it is easy to check 
that all shift-invariant A’ satisfying P,A IX= P,A’I X (for P,: h2 + X 
orthogonal projection) have the form 
a0 0 . . . 0 
a1 a, ... 0 
a2 a, ... 0 
... . 
ak-1 akp2 “’ an 
b, ak-1 “. a, 
b, b, ... a2 
... . 
... . 
... . 
0 0 ..: 
0 0 ... 
0 0 ... 
‘.. . . 
0 0 ... 
a0 0 ... 
a, a, ... 
... . . 
... . . 
. . . . . . 
Then A’ -A has its norm equal to the norm of the bottom part of the 
matrix A’, i.e., equal to the norm of the matrix 
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b, ak-, ... a, a0 . . 0 
b, b, ... a2 a, . 0 L : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. 
This latter matrix can be interpreted as the Toeplitz matrix with symbol 
f(e”)= f bn_lei”‘e +ak_,epie+ ... +a,e-‘ks. 
N=O 
Thus IIA’ -A 11 = llfll co, where 
/I 
m 
Ileikefllm= a,+ ... +a,_,e’(kp’)e+ 1 b,_,_,e” 
N=k I/ cc 
But minimizing this last expression over all possible b’s is the classical 
problem of Caratheordory, and the minimum possible value is precisely 
IIA II [ 11. However, it is straightforward to construct sequences ajk’ with 
k-l 
C laj”‘l’d 1, 
,=o 
while the corresponding IIA’k’JI tends to cc with k. Thus 
I(A’k’S- SA’k’II < 1 
but 
IIA r(k) - A’k’ll + oo 
as k -+ IX for any shift-invariant dilation A”k’ of Ack’. 
Remark (6.3). We conclude this paper by noting that the techniques 
discussed above, besides having theoretical mathematical interest in 
extending the classical linear Beurling-Lax-Halmos theory to a nonlinear 
framework, could also have some relevance in certain system-theoretic 
applications, especially in the area of realization theory. (See [6].) The 
authors are presently studying this potentially important line of research. 
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